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Exaggerated blood pressure response at mild exertional intensity is associated with lower exercise
capacity and worsening of cardiac structural and functional profile
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Even with normal blood pressure (BP) measured at rest, some individu-
als may experience excessive BP elevation with exercise, termed as an
“exaggerated BP response to exercise” (ExBPR). The most common defi-
nition of ExBPR is SBP ≥210 mm Hg in men and ≥190 mm Hg in women
at peak exercise intensity (ExBPR-PI). However, evidence exists that in-
crease in SBP ≥150 mm Hg at an early stage of exercise stress test (i.e. at
mild exercise intensity, ExBPR-MI) can effectively identify hypertension not
diagnosed by conventional methods. No studies exploring the pathophysi-
ological significance of ExBPR-MI have been undertaken to date.
Aim: To investigate the association of ExBPR-MI with exercise capacity
and cardiac morpho-functional characteristics.
Methods: A group of 109 subjects (mean age 52±13 yrs) with and without
a pre-established diagnosis of hypertension, having clinical indications for
an exercise stress test, with seated clinic BP <140/90 mm Hg, underwent
resting echocardiographic imagining and cardiopulmonary exercise testing
using a ramped Bruce protocol.

Results: Based on the BP response at 3 minutes of exercise, the popu-
lation was divided into two subsets: ExBPR-MI+ and ExBPR-MI− (SBP ≥
and <150 mmHg, respectively). The ExBPR-MI+ group was characterized
by lower peak oxygen uptake, higher LV mass and left atrial size, and more
impaired LV diastolic function (lower E/A and e’, and higher E/e’). When the
study cohort was stratified using peak BP response, significant differences
indicating an adverse impact of ExBPR-PI were demonstrated only for LV
diastolic parameters but not for peak VO2 and cardiac morphology indices
(Table 1).
Conclusions: ExBPR-MI predisposes to reduced exercise capacity and
detrimental alterations in cardiac morphology and function. As mild exer-
cise intensity is more frequently present during routine daily activities than
peak exercise intensity, ExBPR-MI may be a more important pathophysi-
ological contributor to target organ damage than peak BP response, and
may represent a potential new target for preventive and therapeutic mea-
sures.
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